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great read Vaccines... This book requires a controversial subject and provides you the details you
have to make educated decisions about if, when and what with to vaccinate yourself with, or
loved ones. We need more dialogue about this subject which book gives accurate info. She is
now developmentally delayed and provides brain damage. Amazing but true Amazing but true.
specifically, the pertussis vaccine. Before giving birth you need to go through this book to keep
your child safe from the toxic onslaught of what we call vaccines My lovable and sweet grand-
daughter almost died from a blood clot and stroke as the result of her 5in1 Pentacel DTaP shot.
great read great reserve, but upsetting that this is going on. READ THIS Reserve BEFORE YOU
Have got YOUR BABY AND PROTECT YOUR SON OR DAUGHTER FROM BIG PHARMA'S GREED.
The publication concentrates of the DPT vaccination; She bled in her human brain and
experienced a stroke. Doctors still stubbornly and desperately cling to the safety and efficacy of
vaccines, though their risks have already been well documented for pretty much 8 decades.
People have to stop let's assume that everyone with a medical degree really understands what
they are carrying out to your child when they administer unneccessary, toxic and unproven
vaccines - or cares beyond the politics/cash involved. One reason that folks continue giving
vaccines to their children (also after someone like me warns them) is that their entire belief
program is threatened. To think a doctor or nurse would knowingly or unknowingly take action
that could damage our precious children is unthinkable. After a long time of stating that the
vaccine was safe rather than responsible for the kids that developed autism after getting it; The
tales of parents that their child had a poor reaction after receiving a vaccination. So many lives
lost or irrevocably altered, because of a shot which does more harm than good. The thing that
makes this book moving is the tales from the parents. All vaccines are dangerous and don't be
fooled, they are! If you don't know very well what mercury and aluminium is, study it, both these
metals are very toxic and also have no business getting injected right into a baby's body. It is
ridiculous! Professor Coulter provides us knowledge that's well researched and provides us a
complete picture. It takes resolve to vary from the group and become known as crazy. YOU ARE
YOUR SON OR DAUGHTER'S PROTECTOR. She is doing well (and getting better each day) mostly
because we hardly ever vaccinated her again. This was a good book, but it was hard for me to ..
SDSerf THE REALITY about Vaccines Very great book. the pertussis vaccine was
weakened/attenuated...so many sad stories. These parents banded together to fight back. We
have no background of autism on either side of our family members. all this while the child is
suffering temporary damage, permanent damage or will die. My son has already established over
30 shots and he is only 4.. As a Christian, I also think it is extremely disturbing that aborted fetal
cells are found in the produce of vaccines. I understand someone that this happened to. I provide
them with to parents that I wish to educated about vaccinations. You won't ever allow another
vaccination after scanning this book. This was the first anti-vaccine book that I read and it
scared the crap out of me. The antibiotics in the vaccine destroyed her gut flora and destroyed
her Supplement K production which led to a severe bloodstream clotting condition. Browse this
before you have kids and talk about it with those that do have kids in order to make informed
choices. Professor Coulter clearly shows that this vaccine is harmful. You have a healthy child
before vaccinations. Component of it had been describing the parent/doctor trust that was
betrayed;After many years of stating that the pertussis vaccine was safe and that the parents
were wrong at fault their misfortune on the vaccine; I only recall obtaining 6 vaccines when I was
little and I believe it should have stayed the same. Perform THE RESEARCH. however, plenty of
parents noticed it to spread the word. they blame any outbreaks of a virus on the un-vaccinated.
The parents had been furious and looking for some pay back for the evil that had been done with



their child. My son created symptoms of autism at 16 weeks, but was healthful before after that.
the doctors and nurses gave the injection(s) after that denied that the after-effects were a
rsulting consequence the shot, They informed the parent not to be concerned or blamed them to
be a bad parent; This was a good book, but it was hard for me to get through the pages. The
federal government has recently done the same thing for the MMR vaccine. It really is very
simple (despite the fact that doctors continuously disagree most likely to apease their
conscience). they eliminated the mercury from the vaccine after enough people were upset about
it. They are poisoning our kids! They took their healthy, happy, and wise baby to the doctor for the
(required) MMR vaccine after that viewed the spark of intelligence fade from his eye after
receiving the shot.. The parents did not know that they had the legal right to exempt their child
from vaccination; ANYone scanning this who walks aside thinking it's not a big offer. They
believed that kids should be vaccinated and they will be irresponsible as parents if they did not
give their child the vaccines to protect him against disease. I beg of you. Further study reveals
that the vaccines are not even effective; these toxins are becoming injected into our kids so
some people could make a profit. Also, they are being injected as the parents do not really want
to be unique of all of those other sheep herd. Vaccines usually do not protect our infants and
endanger their lives. The media actually assists reassure the sheep; All of these mother or father
that had children broken by vaccines and were told that the vaccine had not been responsible
recognized the story as well well. the inherent hazards of the DTP vaccine (the whole cell version
given before the current acellular DTaP); How could our beliefs have already been so wrong for
all of our lives? they display what the laws and regulations are in each condition.NVIC. we will be
the good guys; in fact, the original name for the business was Dissatisfied Parents Together.
They were in charge of the governments formation of the vaccine injury act and the organization
that handles vaccine injury claims.. I would recommend that you perform the same.This book will
break your heart, make you furious and change your life. How any kid survives this is a mystery
to me. Good book for anybody on the fence; The majority of us believe that doctors and nurses
are good people who only want to do the best for all of us and our children. This book is a
"history" book of DTaP and obviously shows that parents rely on doctors too much for advice
when the reply is right in front of them. A baby can be a miracle; our hopes and love in a tiny little
bundle. This offering isn't intended to be considered a sacrifice. You can expect our precious
bundle into the hands of the people we trust. The USA is the greatest nation on the planet;ORG
was the consequence of parents banding jointly to fight the DPT vaccine; we saved the world
during WW2. How can it be possible that our government would willingly allow many of our
children to be broken or killed each year?ORG; I've multiple copies of the book. This book will jolt
you. however, the government has simply assumed the economic responsibility (with our tax
dollars) for the vaccine manufactures and the doctors that administer the pictures....clear on the
dangers of vaccines. however, they would have probably provided him the shot anyways...or that
the so-called immunity proported to be given outweighs the dangers of damage from photos has
their mind in the sand or has been supported by among the drug companies/subsidiaries. It was
actually a great deal to browse of the sme sort of story after a number of chapters. They simply
repeat with different names yet another expression of the harm symptoms, in addition to the
stupidity of the medical field in their blindness or dread to operate and quit ignoring the obvious.
All their lives they have already been informed by doctors, nurses and the federal government
that vaccines had been safe. a graphic critique for ordinary people. I would buy this for your
close friends/family who may need the info presented right in their faces, or to observe how their
very own vaccine damaged children were not an anomaly, so they can take back their capacity to



be the mother or father. Professor Coulter focuses on DTaP which is probably the most toxic
vaccine but in conjunction with 4 additional vaccines it is extremely toxic... This is touted as a
victory in the book; An excellent book within the background and dangers of vaccines, specially
the DTP. An excellent look at the vaccine industry right from the start; To find out when you can
exempt your children go to NVIC. and the way the denial of vaccine damage, which began with
the initial administered vaccines in the 40s, hasn't changed very much in nearly 80 years. This
took 7 days to develop (we believe the manufacturer knows that this can happen because they
do mention the 7th day in their vaccine package place). This reserve contains many personal
stories from parents who trusted their physicians, vaccinated their child. I believe in the 6
vaccines, however, not over 30. This happened in California.sometimes multiple moments
despite serious reactions.. It is the same travesty heading on in the pet ownership and veterinary
world.simply because their doctor told them it was "normal." Please, parents. What a hard way to
discover that vaccines are not safe.A documentary was made about vaccine harm and had an
extremely limited release; Once you've given your son or daughter a vaccine, you can't take it
back no matter how dire the results. While this book is over 20 years previous, the information is
still incredibly relevant. Despite all I know about vaccines (I am researching them for 12 years
now), the tales in this book still horrified me and I came across myself crying on several
occasion. How can you not place two and two jointly? It's criminal. Five Stars Everyone should
read it Delivery Delivery was fast and the reserve is full of information a excellent book I actually
also recommend “DPT: A GO in the Dark” in the ... I discuss Dr. Coulter’s early research on page
119 of my publication 
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